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Background

In recent years, there has been an almost complete shift from traditional ‘chalk-and-talk’ classroom
teaching methods to projection based methods (e.g. PowerPoint). This is especially so in larger first-
and second- year units. Whilst this has meant that ‘stacks’ of slides can be re-used, their preparation
prior to class, and then subsequent delivery on a one-by-one basis has lead to much debate about their
effectiveness in overall teaching.

What has been lost in this movement to digital presentation? In a word – dynamic delivery.
Whereas an instructor could adapt the presentation easily due to student questions and feedback,
with the advent of prepared slides, this is almost impossible, especially in some instruction theatres
where no alternative mode of display is available (the ‘blackboard-less classroom’).

Recently there has been a reduction in price for Tablet-style PCs (see pic below) which allow
the user to write with ‘digital ink’ directly onto the image infront of them. Moreover, instruction-
specific software has been developed alongside Tablet innovations to allow a presentation to be easily
annotated on the fly, or completely new slides (known as ‘whiteboard mode’) to be generated by
free-hand digitally with easy to use stylus commands.

A Tablet Laptop Classroom Presenter screenshot

Furthermore, the software allows the complete presentation – both prepared slides and annotations
– to be saved exactly as they appeared to the students during the lectures. Hence, this system allows
for the best of both worlds – repeated material that is known to be part of the lecture can be prepared
before hand, whilst dynamic material in response to student questions, or in annotation of the static
material can be generated as needs be.
Tablet PCs at Monash

In October last year, I attended an impressive demonstration of this system through the e-Learning
section of the DVC (Teaching). Soon after I borrowed a student-level laptop PC and trialed my own
slides and presentation (in an empty theatre!) and was similarly impressed.

To my knowledge there has only been one other trial of this system at Monash, and that was in
the Engineering Faculty. Economics would be well placed to deploy such systems to its staff. The
transition costs are very low, since the software takes powerpoint, .pdf or other images directly into
it to create stacks for presentation, so many instructors would have to change little to get the system
going.
Proposal

I propose to purchase one Tablet PC, at the cost of around $2,000 for use in my new ECC2800
unit this coming session. This unit already has a few other innovations involved and so would be ideal
as a ‘test-bed’ since it is anticipated that students will already be asked for their feedback on each
innovation. I will write a short report, and give a demonstration and feedback seminar on the system
to the Department late in S1 such that we can assess the viability of using the system in other units.
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Phase 1: S1 2009
(Simon Angus only)
--> 2nd Yr PPS (ECC2800)
--> 5th Yr Micro (ECC5650)

Phase 2: S2 2009
(~ 9 lecturers)
--> 14 units
--> Across campuses

76 responses

Web Survey

Web Survey

38 responses

Report on the Tablet PC Trial
Use in ECC2800 Prosperity, Poverty & Sustainability

S. Angus

July 8, 2009

1 Introduction & Scope

After attending an e-Learning seminar late in 2008, I approached the Head of Department
(HOD) of Economics to request a trial of a Tablet PC for lecturing in the coming session.
This request was granted with the subsequent purchase of an HP EliteBook Tablet PC1

for the sum of $2,2000 (see quote attached) (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1: The HP EliteBook Tablet PC.

The intention was to trial the new hardware in the new ECC2800 ‘Prosperity,
Poverty & Sustainability’ unit, designed and built by S. Angus, and in ECC5650 ‘Micro-
economics’ (for the new PhD intake). The two units couldn’t be more diverse with the
former being an essay-based yet data and real-life examples based unit, whilst the latter
is a classical mathematical proof unit. Together they would provide a good test of the
hardware.

Since ECC5650 only had 4 students compared with ECC2800’s nearly 70 enrolments,
this report will focus on the Tablet experience in the larger unit where a survey and
other feedback channels were feasible. Reflections on the smaller unit will be made in
the closing remarks.

Unfortunately, due to the Global Financial Crisis2 the hardware did not arrive in
time for the first week of teaching in session 1, 2009. Instead, it arrived in time for the

1Although ‘PC’ normally refers to ‘Personal Computer’ in its desktop (non-portable) variant, the
name ‘Tablet PC’ seems to have attached itself to the portable laptop variety.

2This was the rationale given to me, but I don’t understand the mechanism.
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Figure 3: Examples of an annotated slide from ECC2800 (a), and virtual whiteboard
from ECC5650 (b), by the author.
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How I use it: 2nd Year - Prosperity, Poverty & Sustainability (ECC800)
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Figure 3: Examples of an annotated slide from ECC2800 (a), and virtual whiteboard
from ECC5650 (b), by the author.
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How I use it: 5th Year - Microeconomic Theory (ECC5650)



First survey (PPS ECC2800, S1 2009)

Figure 4: A portion of the online survey administered to students during the last weeks
of session.
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Figure 5: Overall questions relating to the use of the Tablet PC, full survey statements
in text.
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Figure 6: Main advantages and disadvantages of the Tablet PC, according to students.
Full text of survey responses given in text.

3.3 Quotations

A collection of ‘open comments’ on any aspect of the unit was also allowed for in the
survey. Those responses that directly related to the Tablet PC are reported (unedited)
in the Appendix. As can be seen, the quotes match the quantitative results with many
students elaborating on the helpfulness of the system, not its drawbacks.

A few mentioned the ‘participation’ in the lecture that the system afforded, rather,
than perhaps, a more disengaged slides/speaker mode. Additionally, whilst some enjoyed
the digital export and download nature of the system to MUSO, others found this system
unsatisfactory and wondered if a video-based approach could be tried.

Finally, several respondents reflected on the use of the Tablet PC and their other
Economics subjects, and appeared enthusiastically in favour of its adoption across the
board, mirroring the more quantitative results presented above.

4 Recommendations

Within the constraints of the Departmental budget the following recommendations might
be made as a result of this trial:

R1: That all teaching staff in the Department of Economics have access to a
Tablet PC to conduct their lectures and tutorials.

• Note that this would include tutorial staff, and may place a higher demand on
digital-projector equipped bookings;

• Note also that this is just ‘access’, the laptop itself is a standard laptop and is
likely not a perfect fit for the normal ‘deskwork’ of most staff (though some may
prefer a laptop). Hence, a store of Tablet PCs could be kept and circulated at the
beginning of session to teaching staff for their use.
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Economics S2 2009 Tablet Trial Survey

Total Responses: 76 

BerwickClayton

Google forms survey administered online
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Quotes: positive

sometimes, lecturer can make extra notes for the students. note down those 
that are important. and make sure the lecture slides are all the materials 
that need to be studied in the examination.

i think tablet laptop is really helpful for learning process. the main 
advantage of tablet pc is fast for making comment on the lecture slide. 
rather than using pointer, tablet pc allow lecturer to actually make changes 
in the handout such as draw shift or movement in a diagram.

THE BEST EVERY LECTURE SHOULD USE IT, MAIN ADVANTAGE: ABLE TO SEE 
DIAGRAMS MORE CLEARER AND ABLE T UNDO STEPS TO SHOW CURVE 
SHIFTING WHICH WAY & better and clearer than lecturers handwriting (THE 
DIAGRAMS). KEEP THE GREAT IMPROVEMENTS!!!!

Tablet is very good addition allows for diagrams to 
be drawn on the fly much better than using the old 
analogue projectors 



Made the lecture notes much easier to understand/
follow when listening to an online lecture. Provided 
a lot of extra information for OCL students - 
especially as we can't usually 'see' what the lecturer 
is drawing/referring to if it's not included in the 
lecture slides. Very useful and worthwhile.

Really awesome to see this technology used.

A great ides. As an o!campus student the added 
comments, graphs and examples compliements a 
somewhat deficient text book.
The only draw back was deciphering the writing. I 
know this is done during lectures but clearer 
writing would be good.
Thanks vey much - 

Very good to help understand what is being taught

Good job!!

As an o!campus student this makes a really big 
di!erence to understanding theories and examples 
explained by the lecturer when working from an 
audio file with printed lecture notes to follow, as it 
allows me to keep up with exactly what the lecturer 
has been explaining in the lecture.

Quotes: positive



sometime it is not working, cannot connect to the powerpoint

Since it was only a test/beta/pilot program I understand that there would 
always be some technical di!culties. But when the equipment (projectors 
mainly) were not working or not working properly, then the class really was 
at a loss. Fix the peripheral equipment, and you have a smooth flowing 
class.

If the teacher can write more neatly it would be better. becoz sometimes the 
teacher's writing is so messy and could not be read 

Overall I was pretty happy with this format, but there were a few minor 
technical di!culites at di"erent time (however I am sure with further uset 
hese will no longer be a problem).

Quotes: negative



Instructor 
Comments

Did you find teaching with a 

Tablet PC effective?

Yes, it was very effective, especially for illustrating a point by drawing a diagram 'on the fly'.

Yes.

Yes, I did, but not as much as I expected.

Yes.

Did you have any problems?

No problems. It took a couple of weeks to get used to it.

It appears to be wrong -- to truncate the configuration. 1G memory is not sufficient. The 

system is far too slow. Other problems are just the matter of getting proficiency in using the 

technology.

There are quite a lot of cases in which the data projector somehow lost connections with the 

tablet and I need to re-start everything, which caused some interruptions.

Not really.

Did you find the tablet 

more or less efficient to 

teach/prepare with?

It is much more efficient, as I left spaces for diagrams and other things in my lecture slides. 

Made lecture slides less crowded.

To teach -- yes.

The new technology has not affected my preparation. I still use PowerPoint for designing my 

presentation.

Yes, and I think a lot of learning is going on and things will work better in the future.

It is more efficient.



Support ...

Group tuition (by me)
prior to S2 2009 (wave 1)

Web resources for recent adopters
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